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 1 Overview and Introduction 

1  
Overview and Introduction 
During Phase I of the Intraregional Multimodal East-West Study, the Fredericksburg Metropolitan 

Planning Organization (FAMPO) identified a set of potential improvements to address east-west 

transit, the future of transit amidst emerging town center development, and the ability for individuals 

to access a key element of the local transit network, Virginia Railway Express, through 

pedestrian/bicycle connections. This draft report evaluates three different elements of east-west 

transit connectivity. Chapter 2 below discusses a proposed “BRT lite” service to provide a high-

quality bus service serving Fredericksburg from downtown to the Virginia Route 3 corridor. Chapter 

3 evaluates potential approaches to a transit center serving the future Downtown Stafford 

development. Chapter 4 evaluates different pedestrian/bicycle routes to connect residents and 

employees to local VRE stations. 
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2  
East-West Transit Alternatives – BRT Lite 
This section expands on the previous work presented in Technical Memorandum 4A during Phase I of 

the East-West study regarding transit alternatives. Technical Memorandum 4A evaluated routing 

alternatives for a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line in Fredericksburg, and reviewed transit center location 

opportunities for the Downtown Stafford development. Six different BRT routes, generally between 

downtown Fredericksburg and the Gordon Road Park-and-Ride, were suggested in 4A, along with 

four potential locations for a Downtown Stafford Transit Center. This memorandum analyzes four 

refined routing options for this corridor, two via Cowan Blvd and two via Mary Washington Hospital, 

as described in Section II. Proposed Route Options.  

I. What is Bus Rapid Transit? 

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) defines two types of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT): Fixed-

guideway BRT and Corridor-based BRT. Fixed-guideway BRT requires the majority of the route to 

have separated right-of-way (dedicated lanes), while Corridor-based BRT does not have this 

requirement. This proposal is for Corridor-based BRT (FTA. Final Interim Policy Guidance: Capital 

Investment Grant Program. June 2016. pages 2-3). 

Other requirements for both types of BRT include defined stations with ADA accessibility, shelters, 

and passenger information. The service must provide faster travel times through congested 

intersections, achievable with a variety of treatments such as active signal priority or queue-jump 

lanes. The service must also provide bi-directional short-headway services, including 14-hour service 

spans on weekdays and 10-hour service spans on weekends. BRT routes require a minimum of either 

15-minute all-day headways or 10-minute peak/20-minute off-peak headways on weekdays, and a 

minimum of 30-minute headways on weekends. They must also apply a separate and consistent 

brand identity to stations and vehicles. 
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II. Proposed Route Options 

VHB developed and tested four refined routing options following review of the ridership patterns of 

the existing Fredericksburg routes and the six alternative BRT routes considered in Technical Memo 

4A. Factors that were taken into consideration for these routes include stations, schedules, operating 

and capital cost factors. Stations such as Spotsylvania Town Centre, Mary Washington Hospital, and 

downtown were all recognized for having higher ridership numbers in comparison to other segments 

of the previously proposed six alternatives. VHB created four options that utilize Plank Road, Cowan 

Boulevard, and the noted areas for routing options. Routes are mapped in Figure 1 below. 

Option 1 and Option 2 would run from the Fredericksburg VRE Station to the Lawrence A. Davies 

Transit Center, following the existing routes F4 and EX. These routing options would then run via 

Cowan Blvd and Central Park Blvd to Spotsylvania Towne Centre following the existing FXBGO! 

seasonal route EX, where they would continue down State Route 3. Option 1 would terminate at 

Salem Church Road Park-and-ride, and Option 2 would terminate at Gordon Road Park-and-ride. See 

Table 1 below for a full list of station stop locations and stop order. 

Option 3 and Option 4 would run from the Fredericksburg VRE Station to the Lawrence A. Davies 

Transit Center, following the existing routes F4 and EX. They would then run northeast onto 

Emancipation Highway to travel to Mary Washington Hospital, and return to Cowan Blvd via Sam 

Perry Blvd. These routing options rejoin the Option 1 and 2 routings at Cowan Blvd and Hospital 

Drive, to Spotsylvania Towne Centre, where they would continue down State Route 3. Option 3 would 

terminate at the Salem Church Road Park-and-ride, and Option 4 would terminate at Gordon Road 

Park-and-ride. See Table 1 below for a full list of station stop locations and stop order. 
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Figure 1: All Routing Options 
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Table 1: Station Stop Locations and Order 

 Stop Name Stop ID  Stop Name Stop ID 

  Inbound     Inbound   
2

 
 Route 3/Gordon Rd. Park & Ride  (None) 4

 

 Route 3/Gordon Rd. Park & Ride  (None) 
O

p
ti
o

n
 1

/2
 

 Salem Church Crossing / Commuter Lot  232 

O
p

ti
o

n
 3

/4
 

 Salem Church Crossing / Commuter Lot  232 

 Town Centre IB  NEW  Town Centre IB  NEW 

 Central Park @ Toys 'R Us  214  Central Park @ Toys 'R Us  214 

 Cowan at Carl D Silver IB  NEW  Cowan at Carl D Silver IB  NEW 

 Cowan Blvd. @ Evergreens Apts.  663  Cowan Blvd. @ Evergreens Apts.  663 

 Cowan Blvd. @ Snowden Village Apts  610  Hospital IB  NEW 

 FRED Central  1  Emancipation at College Ave IB  NEW 

 Mary Washington at Brent IB  NEW  FRED Central  1 

 William at Sunkend BRT IB  NEW  Mary Washington at Brent IB  NEW 

 William St. / Barton St.  116  William at Sunkend BRT IB  NEW 

 Princess Anne St. / Hanover St. (City Hall)  110  William St. / Barton St.  116 

 Virginia Railway Express BRT  NEW  Princess Anne St. / Hanover St. (City Hall)  110 

    Virginia Railway Express BRT  NEW 

  Outbound     Outbound   

O
p

ti
o

n
 1

/2
 

 Virginia Railway Express BRT  NEW 

O
p

ti
o

n
 3

/4
 

 Virginia Railway Express BRT  NEW 

 Caroline St. / William St.  132  Caroline St. / William St.  132 

 Amelia St. / Douglas St.  114  Amelia St. / Douglas St.  114 

 William at Sunken BRT OB  NEW  William at Sunken BRT OB  NEW 

 Mary Washington at College Ave OB  NEW  Mary Washington at College Ave OB  NEW 

 FRED Central  1  FRED Central  1 

 Cowan Blvd. @ Monticello Apts. #2  637  Emancipation at College Ave OB  NEW 

 Cowan Blvd. / Snowden Hills Blvd.  635  Hospital OB  NEW 

 Cowan at Carl D Silver OB  NEW  Cowan Blvd. / Snowden Hills Blvd.  635 

 Central Park @ Regal Fredericksburg  215  Cowan at Carl D Silver OB  NEW 

 Town Centre OB  NEW  Central Park @ Regal Fredericksburg  215 

 Salem Church Crossing / Commuter Lot  232  Town Centre OB  NEW 

2
 

 Route 3/Gordon Rd. Park & Ride  (None)  Salem Church Crossing / Commuter Lot  232 

   4
 

 Route 3/Gordon Rd. Park & Ride  (None) 

 

All four options serve several ridership markets, including downtown Fredericksburg and the 

VRE/Amtrak train station; the University of Mary Washington, which has more than 4,400 students, 

2,200 of which live on campus; and Towne Centre, and new planned multi-family residential 

development that includes 1,500 units (University of Mary Washington. Office of Admissions. June 

2022). 

Each option includes several priority bus treatments, as illustrated in Figure 2. Transit Signal Priority 

(TSP) is proposed to be included at all signals along Central Park Blvd from Towne Centre Mall 

through Carl D. Silver Parkway. This treatment would allow for extended green signals for 

approaching buses to avoid delays at intersections. In addition, bus queue jump lanes would be 

added on Central Park Blvd at the intersection with Carl D. Silver Parkway, along with a short 

dedicated lane segment on Virginia Route 3, to provide BRT Lite buses the opportunity to jump ahead 

of potential traffic that could otherwise add travel time to buses.  
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Figure 2 Hospital – Salem Church Park-and-ride Priority Bus Treatment 

 

Stations along the route would be fully ADA compliant, be dedicated to the BRT lite service, provide 

level boarding and passenger information screens displaying real-time information. They would also 

include seating and shelter for waiting passengers. Level boarding would assist in speeding up 

passenger boarding and alighting because the bus does not have to kneel and passengers have an 

easier walk or roll onto the bus, reducing dwell times for buses stopped at stations. 

III. Methodology 

A. Operating Statistics and Costs 

The analysis used a spreadsheet model to calculate the estimated annual operating costs for each of 

the routing options. The model forecasts the annual hours buses are in service, the miles buses travel, 

and the maximum number of buses required to provide service. The model multiplies the annual 

service hours by an assumed operating cost per hour.  
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VHB utilized the National Transit Database (NTD) of similar BRT systems around the country to 

determine the operating cost per hour, primarily those which operate with 10 or fewer buses in 

maximum service for their BRT lines. Figure 3 provides the operating cost per revenue service hour 

from the NTD for 2019 for three BRT lines, Greater Richmond Transit Company’s The Pulse, Grand 

Rapids’ The Rapid, and Ft. Collins’ MAX. VHB also considered the two transit systems operating within 

the Fredericksburg area, FXBGO! 

and the Potomac & 

Rappahannock Transit 

Commission (PRTC – OmniRide). 

Analyzing these services, 

Richmond’s The Pulse, with a 

$97.06 operating cost per hour, 

exhibited the mid-range of these 

values, and being within Virginia, 

was selected by the study team 

as the operating cost basis for 

this analysis.  

B. Capital Cost 

Capital cost estimates were based on generalized assessments of previously costed projects and 

should be considered as a representation of order of magnitude, not true final cost. Based on 

previous VHB project experience, the following cost’s were assumed: 

• Transit Signal Priority (TSP):  $50,000 per signalized intersection 

• BRT Stations:   $150,000 per individual stop location 

• Center Running Lane  $7,300 per linear foot 

• Queue Jump Lane   $650,000 per signalized intersection 

• Transit Bus (Diesel):   $550,000 per 30–40-foot transit bus, 12-year useful life 

• Upgrades to FXBGO! Garage $1 million to support maintenance of 30-foot+ buses 

C. Ridership Estimates 

This evaluation used the Transit Boardings Estimation and Simulation Tool (TBEST) transit planning 

software to estimate ridership for the six BRT routes outlined in Study Memo 4A, and the four 

recommended BRT routes outlined below. TBEST is a software application that is utilized to create 

ridership estimates of potential bus routes based on local census data, schedules, and existing 

ridership numbers. Within the application, routes, stations, headways, and schedules can all be edited 

to provide an analysis of varying scenarios.  

For each of the four refined route options tested, the study team input the route and conceptual bus 

schedule into TBEST. Additionally, the team provided the program with station amenities and features 

such as the location of shelters, sidewalks, or benches, to further refine the ridership results. TBEST 

also requests information on places of interest that are likely to generate transit trips, such as 

$93.80

$203.71

$97.06
$84.88

$111.28

$0.00

$50.00

$100.00

$150.00

$200.00

$250.00

FXBGO! PRTC GRTC Pulse
BRT

The Rapid
BRT

Ft. Collins
MAX BRT

Figure 3 Operating Cost by BRT System 
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shopping malls and hospitals. The study team input places of interest for this analysis along the 

proposed route options, such as the Spotsylvania Towne Centre and Mary Washington Hospital.  

Multiple ridership market types were identified along the proposed routes. They include existing 

FXBGO! ridership, which was 296,632 in 2019; Mary Washington Hospital, which has more than 4,500 

employees across two campuses; the University of Mary Washington, the retail developments at 

Central Park and Spotsylvania Towne Centre, and the downtown Fredericksburg area.  

 

There were several areas where TBEST was unable to capture all of the potential ridership. One market 

not captured was park-and-ride ridership. As FXBGO! operated a transit route, the VS1, linking the 

park-and-ride lots at Gordon Road and Salem Church Road prior to the pandemic, those ridership 

levels are assumed for the BRT lite service where applicable for each of the four route options. This 

park-and-ride ridership amounts to 75 passengers per weekday for Options 1 and 3 that serve the 

Salem Church Park-and-Ride lot and 150 passengers per weekday for Options 2 and 4 that serve both 

the Salem Church and Gordon Road park-and-ride lots. 

 

There are also several new multi-family developments proposed or under construction in the vicinity 

of the proposed route options. These developments add 441 new units to the market area and are 

forecast to generate an average of 62 additional weekday passengers for each of the four route 

options. These forecasts were incorporated into the overall estimate as proposed bus stations are 

within a quarter mile of these available units.  

 

New multi-family development under construction on William Street. 

VHB also considered student ridership at the University of Mary Washington. Currently, students ride 

free with their student ID, and an additional bus service, the Eagle Express (EX Route), operates 

Thursday through Sunday geared towards university students. The proposals are similar in routing 

and nature to the EX, so it is expected that the BRT lite’s more frequent service and daily, year-round 

schedule would increase student ridership. Because of this, a conservative calculation assumed that 

around 16% of students would utilize some form of transit. This number was additional and derived 

from the similar Gainesville, Florida public transit system that saw roughly 33% of its student 

population taking the bus (City of Gainesville. May 2022). While the population of Gainesville is 

greater than Fredericksburg, it is assumed that roughly half of that would be appropriate to the 
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Fredericksburg system. The ridership of an average weekday was then calculated and finalized by 

TBEST to get the average daily ridership.  
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IV. Results 

The results of the ridership, operating statistics, and operating costs for each of the four options are 

outlined below:  

A. Option 1: Downtown – Salem Church Rd 

Option 1 routes from Salem Church Park and Ride along Cowan Boulevard to Fredericksburg VRE 

Station shown below in Figure 4, and Table 2. At just over 12 miles long, this route serves 26 stations 

and is accessible to 7,500 people within a quarter-mile radius of its stations. Stations include 

Spotsylvania Town Centre, Lawrence A. Davies FRED Center, University of Mary Washington, and the 

downtown VRE station and are represented in the map below. The line is projected to generate 

323,000 passengers annually, resulting in 18 passengers per hour, at an operating cost per passenger 

of $5.41. 

Figure 4: Downtown – Salem Church Rd. Routing 
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Table 2: Option 1 Operating Statistics 

Daily Statistic  Annual Statistics 

Weekday    Annual Totals   

Boardings             1,100   Service Miles               228,180  

Service Trips                122   Service Hours                 18,008  

Service Hours               60.0   Average Speed (Mi/Hr)                        13  
One-Way Distance (mi)                 6.2   Miles per In-Service Vehicle                 42,997  

Service Miles             760.1   Hours per In-Service Vehicle                   3,393  

Units                    6   Service Trips                 36,626  

Saturday    Maximum Vehicles in Service                          6  

Boardings                649   Annual Operating & Maintenance Cost  $        1,700,000  

Service Trips                  52   Cost per Passenger (Average)  $                 5.41  

Service Hours               25.6   Cost per Mile (Average)  $                 7.66  

One-Way Distance (mi)                 6.2   Cost per Hour (Average)  $               97.06  

Service Miles             324.0   Total Annual Ridership               323,000 

Units                    3    
 

Sunday    Weekday Demographics (0.25mi)  

Boardings                408   Total People | People per sq. mi. 7,500 | 3,600 

Service Trips                  40   Total Jobs | Jobs per sq. mi. 12,000 | 5,600 

Service Hours               19.7   Low Income 15.70% 
One-Way Distance (mi)                 6.2   Minority 20.00% 

Service Miles             249.2   Seniors and Minors 25.10% 

Units                    3     
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B. Option 2: Downtown – Gordon Rd 

Option 2 begins at the Gordon Road Park-and-ride and travels into downtown Fredericksburg 

through Cowan Boulevard shown above in Figure 5, and Table 3. At over 16 miles long, this is an 

extension of the Salem Church Park-and-ride route and is accessible to 7,600 people and 11,800 jobs 

within a 0.25-mile radius of its stations. Stations include the Spotsylvania Town Centre, Lawrence A. 

Davies FRED Center, University of Mary Washington, and downtown VRE station. This route is 

projected to generate 348,000 annual passengers with 18 passengers per hour, at an operating cost 

per passenger of $6.17. 

Figure 5: Downtown - Gordon Rd Routing 
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Table 3: Option 2 Operational Statistics 

Daily Statistic  Annual Statistics 

Weekday    Annual Totals   

Boardings 1,200  Service Miles 260,000  

Service Trips 122   Service Hours 19,000  

Service Hours 73.71   Average Speed (Mi/Hr) 13.47  
One-Way Distance (mi) 8.14   Miles per In-Service Vehicle 37,000  

Service Miles 993   Hours per In-Service Vehicle 2,700  

Units 7  Service Trips 37,000 

Saturday   Maximum Vehicles in Service 7 

Boardings 700  Annual Operating & Maintenance Cost $2,148,000 

Service Trips 52   Cost per Passenger (Average) $6.17 

Service Hours 31.42   Cost per Mile (Average) $7.20  

One-Way Distance (mi) 8.14   Cost per Hour (Average) $97.06  

Service Miles 423   Total Annual Ridership 348,000 

Units 4    
Sunday   Weekday Demographics (0.25mi)   

Boardings 440  Total People | People per sq. mi. 7,600 | 3,300 

Service Trips 40   Total Jobs | Jobs per sq. mi. 11,800 | 5,100 

Service Hours 24.17   Low Income 15.7% 

One-Way Distance (mi) 8.14   Minority 20.4% 
Service Miles 326   Seniors and Minors 25.8% 

Units 4    
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C. Option 3: Downtown – Salem Church Rd via Hospital 

Option 3 routes from Salem Church Road Park-and-ride, diverts to cover Mary Washington Hospital 

and ends at the Fredericksburg VRE station in downtown as shown above in Figure 6, and Table 4. At 

14 miles long, it provides access to 16,000 jobs and 8,300 people (22.7% of those residents being 

seniors and minors) within a 0.25-mile radius of the route’s stations. At 23 stations, it covers 

Spotsylvania Town Centre, Mary Washington Hospital, Lawrence A. Davies FRED Center, University of 

Mary Washington, and the downtown VRE station. With 376,000 annual passengers, this is the busiest 

route options available with almost 21 passengers per hour, at an average cost per passenger of 

$5.44.  

Figure 6: Downtown – Salem Church Rd via Hospital Routing 
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Table 4: Option 3 Operational Statistics 
Daily Statistic  Annual Statistics 

Weekday    Annual Totals   

Boardings 1,200  Service Miles 229,000  

Service Trips 122   Service Hours 18,000  

Service Hours 70.15   Average Speed (Mi/Hr) 12.52 

One-Way Distance (mi) 7.20   Miles per In-Service Vehicle 38,000  

Service Miles 878   Hours per In-Service Vehicle 3,100  

Units 6  Service Trips 37,000 

Saturday   Maximum Vehicles in Service 6 

Boardings 756  Annual Operating & Maintenance Cost $2,044,000 

Service Trips 52   Cost per Passenger (Average) $5.44 

Service Hours 29.90   Cost per Mile (Average) $7.75  
One-Way Distance (mi) 7.20   Cost per Hour (Average) $97.06  

Service Miles 374   Total Annual Ridership 376,000 

Units 3    
Sunday   Weekday Demographics (0.25mi)   

Boardings 475  Total People | People per sq. mi. 8,300 | 3,700 

Service Trips 40   Total Jobs | Jobs per sq. mi. 16,000 | 7,100 

Service Hours 23.00   Low Income 16.0% 

One-Way Distance (mi) 7.20   Minority 19.9% 

Service Miles 288.0   Seniors and Minors 22.7% 

Units 3    
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D. Option 4: Downtown – Gordon Rd via Hospital 

Option 4 begins at the Gordon Road Park-and-ride with a station at Mary Washington Hospital and 

ends at the Fredericksburg VRE as shown in Figure 7, and Table 5. Being the longest of the route 

options at 18 miles long, it serves 8,400 people and 16,000 jobs within a 0.25-mile radius of its 

stations. Stations include Spotsylvania Town Centre, Lawrence A. Davies FRED Center, Mary 

Washington Hospital,University of Mary Washington, and the downtown VRE station. At 402,000 

annual passengers, this route is the busiest options at an average cost per passenger of $6.08. 

Figure 7: Downtown - Gordon Rd via Hospital 
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Table 5: Option 4 Operational Statistics 
Daily Statistic  Annual Statistics 

Weekday    Annual Totals   

Boardings 1,300  Service Miles 290,000  

Service Trips 122   Service Hours 22,000  

Service Hours 83.87   Average Speed (Mi/Hr) 13.25 

One-Way Distance (mi) 9.11   Miles per In-Service Vehicle 52,300  

Service Miles 1,100   Hours per In-Service Vehicle 4,000  

Units 7  Service Trips 37,000 

Saturday   Maximum Vehicles in Service 7 

Boardings 808  Annual Operating & Maintenance Cost $2,444,000 

Service Trips 52   Cost per Passenger (Average) $6.08 

Service Hours 35.75   Cost per Mile (Average) $7.32  
One-Way Distance (mi) 9.11   Cost per Hour (Average) $97.06  

Service Miles 474   Total Annual Ridership 402,000 

Units 4    
Sunday   Weekday Demographics (0.25mi)   

Boardings 509  Total People | People per sq. mi. 8,400 | 3,500 

Service Trips 40   Total Jobs | Jobs per sq. mi. 16,000 | 6,600 

Service Hours 27.50   Low Income 16% 

One-Way Distance (mi) 9.11   Minority 20.1% 

Service Miles 364   Seniors and Minors 22.8% 

Units 4    
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E. Operating Cost Analysis  

While the options’ annual O&M Cost would be expected to range from an estimated $1.75 million to 

$2.44 million, there is not a strong correlation between O&M cost and cost per passenger. Cost per 

Passenger ranges from an estimated $5.41 to $6.17. Average Cost per Mile is estimated to range from 

$7.20 to $7.75. See Table 6 below: 

         Table 6: Operating Costs 
Annual Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 

Annual Operating & Maintenance Cost $1,747,838  $2,147,767  $2,044,082  $2,444,011  

Cost per Mile (Average) $7.66  $7.20  $7.75  $7.32  

Cost per Hour (Average) $97.06  $97.06  $97.06  $97.06  

Cost/Passenger $5.41  $6.17  $5.44  $6.08  

Although Option 1 provides the lowest overall cost, Option 3 has the lowest cost per passenger and 

is likely to generate substantially higher ridership and revenue. 

F. Capital Cost Analysis 

Capital cost projections range from $24.35 million to $25.45 million and include transit signal priority, 

queue jumps, stations, dedicated lane, and bus purchases. The highest impact on capital cost was the 

inclusion of a dedicated busway at an estimated cost of $18.2 million. Changes to signalized 

intersections and would only be applied west of the hospital/downtown route divergence. This means 

that options 1 and 3 have similar cost profiles to each other, while options 2 and 4 also have similar 

cost profiles to each other. The number of stations proposed is similar across options (12 to 14). See 

Table 7 below for cost estimates. 

         Table 7: Capital Costs 
  Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 

Count:     
 TSP Intersection:  8 13 8 13 

 Station:  12 13 13 14 

 Queue Jump:  1 1 1 1 

 Bus:  6 7 6 7 

Cost:     
TSP Intersection: $400,000  $650,000  $400,000  $650,000  

Station: $1,800,000.00  $1,950,000.00  $1,950,000.00  $2,100,000.00  

Center Lane: $18,200,000.00  $18,200,000.00  $18,200,000.00  $18,200,000.00  

 Queue Jump:  $650,000.00  $650,000.00  $650,000.00  $650,000.00  

Bus: $3,300,000.00  $3,850,000.00  $3,300,000.00  $3,850,000.00  
 Garage Upgrades  $1,000,000.00  $1,000,000.00  $1,000,000.00  $1,000,000.00  

Cost: $24,350,000.00  $25,300,000.00  $24,500,000.00  $25,450,000.00  

Option 1 offers the lowest initial capital investment, with Option 3 within $150,000 (the cost of the 

one additional station) of Option 1. Options 2 and 4 would only require about a 4% greater capital 

investment. 

G. Ridership Analysis 
Ridership estimates range from approximately 323,000 to 402,000 annual passengers across the four 

options. Average daily ridership estimates range from 1,071 to 1,248 weekday passengers, 649 to 808 

Saturday passengers, and 408 to 509 Sunday passengers. 
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Option 4 would have the best overall ridership, including highest ridership on everyday type. Option 

3 would have the second-best overall ridership. 

Table 8 below shows a comparison of the ridership estimates. The Mary Washington Hospital riders 

are included in the Base TBest numbers in the table. 

Table 8: Ridership Estimates 

 
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 

  Week. Sat. Sun. Week. Sat. Sun. Week. Sat. Sun. Week. Sat. Sun. 

Base (T-BEST) 242  147  92  251  152  96  419  254  160  431  261  164  

Park-and-ride 
ridership 

75  45  29  150  91  57  75  45  29  150  91  57  

New multi-
family 
developments 

62  38  24  62  38  24  62  38  24  62  38  24  

16% of UMW 
students use 
weekdays 

692  419  264  692  419  264  692  419  264  692  419  264  

Total Average 
Service Day 

1,071  649  408  1,155  699  440  1,248  756  475  1,335  808  509  

Service Days 
per Year 

250  52  52  250  52  52  250  52  52  250  52  52  

Annual 
Service Day 
Ridership 

268,000  34,000  21,000  289,000  36,000  23,000  312,000  39,000  25,000  334,000  42,000  26,000  

Total Annual 
Ridership 

323,000  348,000  376,000  402,000  

H. Funding for BRT Lite 

Federal, state, and local resources could be leveraged in order to fund a BRT Lite route in the 

Fredericksburg area. Based on the nature of these improvements and past experience, this section 

highlights two key avenues for consideration of funding strategies for these projects.  

SMART SCALE. VDOT’s SMART SCALE program is the primary, general transportation funding 

mechanism available in Virginia. Every two years, localities submit project funding applications, and 

VDOT scores the project on a series of measures including safety benefit, operational benefit, and 

cost. Transit projects are eligible for SMART SCALE. 

FTA Small Starts. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) administers the “Small Starts” program, 

which is one of three FTA Capital Investment Grant (CIG) programs. Small Starts focuses on smaller 

projects (total budgets under $400 million and FTA request under $150 million) and corridor-based 

BRT projects are eligible for funding. Small Starts is an annual, competitive grant program.  

RAISE Grants. RAISE (Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and Equity) Grants is a 

transportation grant program administered by the U.S. Department of Transportation. The resources 

available are smaller than Small Starts, but have a track record of supporting small BRT projects (such 

as the U.S. 29 corridor-based BRT in Montgomery County, MD). The program has a current emphasis 

on sustainability and serving low-income individuals, which may make the BRT Lite competitive. 

RAISE is an annual, competitive grant program.   
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V. Recommended Alternative 
 

As Option 4 would offer the highest 

ridership followed by Option 3, and 

Option 3 would offer the lowest cost 

per passenger (as shown in Figure 8, 

right) coupled with the second lowest 

capital cost, VHB recommends a three-

phase approach to implementation. 

Phase 1 would be an abridged Option 3 

that terminates at Spotsylvania Towne 

Centre, Phase 2 would be Option 3, and 

Phase 2 would be Option 4. This 

phased approach would allow FXBGO! 

to implement the service in the most 

cost-effective way and to expand 

service as capital and demand become 

available. 

A. Phasing 
Each route was reviewed in three parts, to allow for consideration of a phased implementation. The 

first and second phases combined represent Option 3, and the third phase represents Option 4. The 

first phase would extend from downtown Fredericksburg at the Virginia Railway Express Station to the 

Spotsylvania Towne Centre Mall. The second phase would extend west to the Salem Church Road 

Park-and-Ride, and the third phase would extend to the Gordon Road Park-and-Ride.  

B. Phase 1 – Downtown to Spotsylvania Towne Centre via Hospital 

Phase 1 would require construction of 12 stations, and installation of TSP at 4 intersections, along 

with queue jumps. Initial capital cost would only be approximately $6.95 million because it would not 

include the estimated $18.5 million for dedicated bus right-of-way on Route 3 as in. Annual 

operating costs would be approximately $1.78 million, with 353,000 passengers1 at a cost per 

passenger of $5.05. 

Table 9 - Phase 1 Capital and Operating Costs 

Operating & Capital Cost Phase 1   Count:   Cost: 

Annual Operating & Maintenance Cost $1,782,015  TSP Intersections: 4 TSP Intersections: $200,000  

Cost per Mile (Average) $7.51  Stations: 12 Stations: $1,800,000 

Cost per Hour (Average) $97.06  Queue Jump: 1 Lane feet: $650,000  

Cost/Passenger $5.05  Buses: 6 Buses: $3,300,000  

Garage Upgrades: $1,000,000 

Total: $5,950,000  

 

 
1 Option 3 Ridership from Table 8 less Park & Ride estimates 
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Figure 8: Operating Cost per Passenger 
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C. Phase 2 - Extending from Spotsylvania Towne Centre to Salem 

Church Road Park-and-Ride  
Phase 2 would require the construction of one additional station, and installation of TSP at four 

additional intersections, along with 2,500 lane feet of dedicated median bus lanes. The additional 

capital cost would be approximately $18.6 million. Incremental annual operating cost increases would 

be approximately $262,000, with 376,000 passengers at an incremental cost per passenger of $0.39. 

This phase combined with Phase 1 represents Option 3. 

D. Phase 3 – Extending from Salem Church Road Park-and-Ride to 

Gordon Road Park-and-Ride  
Phase 3 would require the construction of another additional station, and installation of TSP at 5 

additional intersections. Additional capital cost would be approximately $950,000. Incremental annual 

operating cost increases would be approximately $400,000, with 26,214 additional passengers at an 

incremental cost per passenger of $0.64. This phase, combined with Phases 1 and 2, represents 

Option 4. 

VI. Other Considerations 

A. Case Study - Fort Collins MAX 
The Fort Collins’ BRT MAX system can be compared to an aspirational service that FXBGO! could 

utilize as a case study to model services from. There are similarities between Fort Collins and 

Fredericksburg that make it a relevant comparison. The population density of Fort Collins in 2020 was 

2,968 people/sq mi, whereas Fredericksburg’s density in 2020 was 2,761 people/sq mi. The median 

household annual income of Fort Collins was $70,474 while in Fredericksburg it was $67,617. Finally, 

the average resident age of both Fort Collins and Fredericksburg in 2019 was 30.6 years old. 

Similarities in demographics can show how the MAX is an aspirational transit network for 

Fredericksburg to model itself from.  

The MAX is also a case study on how BRT lines are not always in large urban areas and can be 

effective in rural or suburban regions. This comes as the service area of MAX includes only 164,000 

people around the city with 34,000 of those eligible riders being Colorado State students. MAX 

operates 20-minute service including Monday through Saturday along a 5.3 mile, 12 station route 

(one-way). Overall, it has 5.9 miles of dedicated lane, and averaged 4,594 Weekday passengers, 3,507 

Saturday passengers, and 1,231 Sunday passengers in 2019. Other amenities for the MAX include 

station shelters, bicycle racks, and on-board Wi-Fi.  

B. Branding 
A separate and consistent branding is required for Small Starts Funding. Inviting branding can help to 

distinguish and elevate the service offered by FXBGO!, attracting new customers, and acting as a form 

of advertising on its own. Additionally, station branding can help elevate a service’s presence in the 

local community. 
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C. Stations 
Stations must be ADA accessible, include a shelter, and display real-time passenger information in 

order to qualify for Small Starts Funding. Real-Time Passenger information is the most useful user 

information and is recommended to be included with this project. Below in Figure 9 is an example of 

the FLASH Station in Montgomery County, Maryland, which incorporates a bike lane in addition to the 

other required amenities. 

i. Crosswalks 

In addition to accessible stations, access to stations is equally important. Station pairs should have 

crosswalks connecting both stations allowing passengers to access destinations on both sides of the 

road. Where signalized intersection crossings are not available, High-Intensity Activated Crosswalk 

(HAWK) beacons should be considered for crossing 4-lanes and wider, as shown in Figure 10, or 

Rapid Rectangular Flash Beacons (RRFB) for 2-lanes. Additional traffic calming and pedestrian safety 

measure should be considered, such as leading pedestrian signals and/or bulb-outs where applicable. 

        

D. Points of Connection 
All four previously discussed route options start and end at a park and ride lot, while all four options 

and Phase 1, travel to Lawrence A. Davies. These two starting park and ride locations are the Old 

Salem Church Road Park and Ride, and the Gordon Road Park and Ride. Both are along Plank Road 

and provide easy access to both downtown Fredericksburg and to I-95. Likewise, all routes travel to 

Lawrence A. Davies along Emancipation highway to provide connection opportunities to other lines. 

All the routes terminate at the downtown VRE station that also includes its own two park and ride 

lots as well.  

The proposed BRT routes will overlap with train, bus, and bike paths along its trip. All proposed routes 

terminate at the downtown VRE station that can take passengers to the District of Columbia or further 

south to Richmond, Norfolk, Miami, or Charlotte on Amtrak. This VRE station also has a free Park and 

Ride lot for commuters to utilize that is ADA accessible and includes bike racks.  

The proposed routes also converge with multiple bike paths along its route, most notably along 

Cowan Blvd. and the paths throughout Mary Washington University. The paths along Cowan Blvd. are 

Figure 10: FLASH Station with Bike Lane Figure 9: HAWK Pedestrian Signal 
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wider and are removed from the road and travel from the I-95 underpass to the Lawrence A. Davies 

Transit Center along Emancipation highway. Mary Washington University also includes multiple bike 

paths throughout its main campus and even includes an overpass route over Emancipation highway. 

While not connecting directly to, route options 3 and 4 travel within a quarter-mile distance to 

Rappahannock Canal Path that connects north to Fall Hill Ave.  

The proposed BRT Lite routing offers several opportunities to connect to FXBGO! Transit routes. As 

FXBGO! Is currently reviewing its route structure, the proposed BRT Lite route offers the opportunity 

to include this enhanced transit service within Fredericksburg’s larger planned transit network 

redesign to further improve mobility.  

E. Queue Jump Lanes 

Queue jump lanes allow for transit vehicles to 

move ahead of all other vehicles at a signalized 

intersection by getting a separate bus-only signal 

in a separate right lane to cross the intersection. 

Queue jumps at the intersection of Central Park 

Blvd at Carl D. Silver Parkway are recommended 

due to observations of some mixed traffic 

congestion. The queue jumps, one in either 

direction at this intersection, should minimize any 

occurrences where a bus would need to wait on a 

second light cycle to make it through the 

intersection. The capital cost associated with the 

queue jump lanes is assumed at approximately 

$650,000.  

F. Vehicles 
Thirty-foot, low-floor, 12-year life transit buses are 

recommended for use on the proposed east-west 

service to provide reliable daily service. Following 

the ridership estimates for the proposed service, 

larger buses are not required based on passengers 

per trip scenarios created, as 30-foot buses typically have a seated capacity of up to 30 passengers 

and total capacity (including standees) of approximately 50 passengers. To provide the first phase of 

service, six buses are required plus at least one, if not two, spare buses available for routine 

maintenance and service disruptions. The FTA generally will not fund fleets that have a spare ratio 

exceeding 20 percent but will allow a higher rate for small fleets. With the second phase requiring 

seven buses for service, up to two spares are required for a total of nine buses. 

Such vehicles will also raise the profile of transit along the corridors, as they are larger and more 

visible than the existing FXBGO! Body-on-chassis, or “cutaway,” vehicles currently in service. The buses 

themselves then become a key part of the BRT Lite brand for this service, distinguishing it from the 

existing area transit service. The low-floor buses will also provide quicker service with reduced 

amounts of time required at each station for passenger boarding and alighting, and with the use of a 

Figure 11: Queue jump lane in Washington, DC. 

Note the car able to make a right turn from this 

lane equipped with a dedicated bus signal for 

buses to proceed straight through the intersection 

at 11th St. NW & New York Ave. 
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ramp allow passengers using mobility devices, such as wheelchairs, to enter and exit the bus without 

the use of a lift. 

These vehicles will also likely require improvements at FXBGO!’s existing maintenance facility in order 

to service them. The maintenance facility must also be able to park the seven to nine buses when they 

are not in service. The cost of these improvements will need to be developed separately with FXBGO!. 

G. Center Bus Lane 

A center bus lane would provide the greatest utility for BRT Lite along Virginia Route 3. Such a lane 

was considered along the Virginia Route 3 segments between Spotsylvania Towne Centre (Bragg 

Road) and Salem Church Road for Phase 1 and Salem Church Road and Gordon Road for Phase 2. A 

center bus lane would be used exclusively by BRT Lite buses (with possible provisions for emergency 

response vehicles) and would remove these buses from the general traffic mix. Due to the proposed 

trip frequency of BRT Lite of buses every 15 minutes and the stop distance between Towne Centre 

and Salem Church Road and between Salem Church Road and Gordon Road, only a single bi-

directional lane is required, as only one bus would occupy one segment at a time. A bus traveling in 

the opposite direction would wait at one of the station stops (Gordon Road Park-and-Ride, Salem 

Church Road Park-and-Ride, or Towne Centre) for other bus to arrive before leaving the station and 

entering the dedicated lane. Since the lane would be in the center of the roadway, signal priority, 

potentially with a dedicated bus turn phase, would separate buses from other traffic, therefore 

reducing travel times and improving schedule reliability. 

Unfortunately, there are several limitations that would make center bus lane implementation 

challenging. First, there is a difference in grade between the eastbound and westbound lanes on 

some stretches of Virginia Highway 3, requiring a retaining wall and rebuilding the stormwater 

management. There is insufficient median area to provide for a continuous dedicated bi-directional 

center bus lane. While the median is generally wide enough for a single lane east of Heatherstone Dr, 

the median tapers approaching intersections to the west. In that section, buses would have to exit 

and re-enter the center bus lane approaching each signalized intersection, reducing the potential 

travel time savings. Therefore, a center bus lane is only recommended from just west of Heatherstone 

Dr to approaching Bragg Rd and only incorporated in Phase 2 of the Recommended Alternative. 

While a median exists in the Phase 3 segment from Salem Church to Gordon Rd, its width is 

insufficient to provide even a single lane.  

H. Other Improvements Considered but Not Included 

a. Business Access and Transit (BAT) Lanes 

BAT lanes provide a more dedicated level of service for buses while also allowing for 

general traffic right turn movements. BAT lanes therefore provide for some improvement 

in travel times and improvement in schedule reliability for buses.  

BAT Lanes were considered along the Virginia Route 3 segments between Spotsylvania 

Towne Centre (Bragg Road) and Salem Church Road for Phase 1 and Salem Church Road 

and Gordon Road for Phase 2, but are not recommended. Due to the existing traffic 

volumes and current plans to extend the existing right turn lanes into new general 

purpose lanes, converting these same right turn lanes to BAT lanes to support the BRT 
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Lite would reduce currently planned general traffic capacity for these segments. In 

addition, since no BRT Lite station stops are planned along Virginia Route 3, the BRT Lite 

buses do not require use of the curb lanes and would still require moving to the left turn 

lanes westbound to access both Salem Church Road and Gordon Road, minimizing their 

ability to improve travel times in that direction. 

b. Dedicated Bus Lane on William and Amelia Streets 

A dedicated bus lane was reviewed on William and Amelia Streets between Washington 

Avenue and Caroline Street in downtown Fredericksburg. On both streets, buses would 

use a dedicated bus lane re-purposed from the existing right parking lane. While these 

lanes would provide buses with direct access to the curb to reduce stopping times to 

board and alight passengers, they would also disrupt existing downtown parking 

conditions with minimal reductions in travel time. Field observations noted that delivery 

vehicles already frequently double park, which would add challenges to enforcing a 

dedicated bus lane. Due to the short length of these street segments (1,935 feet, slightly 

over one-third of a mile, each way) and a 25 mile per hour speed limit, dedicated lanes 

themselves cannot meaningfully reduce bus travel times.  

A more effective alternative would be to include bus stop bulb outs at the stop in each 

direction on these segments (currently at the intersections with Prince Edward Street). 

Bulb outs would permit buses to pull to the curb at stops without having to merge in and 

out of the right-most travel lane while affording passengers with the opportunity for level 

boarding. 

c. Parallel Roadway/Busway to Route 3 

Given the cost and complexity associated with a median busway on Virginia Route 3, the 

study team also evaluated the implementation of potential parallel routes. One identified 

parallel route would be a new road connecting Maple Grove Dr to Old Salem Church Rd 

south of the commercial properties fronting on Route 3. This approximately 0.5-mile 

route would connect station locations at the Town Centre mall and the Salem Church 

Park and Ride. However, this route may require property acquisition of residential and 

church properties and was therefore not further advanced at this time.  
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3 
Transit Hub Location for Downtown 

Stafford 
 

I. Previous Study and Planning 

As discussed in the East-West Mobility Study Memorandum 4A, the Stafford County has planned a 

development of the Stafford Courthouse area with the Stafford Downtown development (See 

Stafford County Comprehensive Plan for more information). 

The memo identified four potential transit center locations. Location 1 is the existing park-and-ride 

lot, Location 2 is located between the fire station and Courthouse Road to the west, Location 3 is 

located across Courthouse Road from the fire station to the north, and Location 4 is located 

between the Stafford County Sheriff’s Department and the Stafford County Courthouse, on the north 

side of Courthouse Drive. Figure 11 highlights each proposed location and surrounding quarter-mile 

distances from those locations. 
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 Figure 12: Downtown Stafford Plan 

 

II. Functions of a Downtown Stafford Transit Center 
The Downtown Stafford Transit Center should serve multiple functions including park-and-ride 

location for commuter buses; layover and turnaround location for local transit; transfer point for 

passengers between operators or modes; and, to raise the profile of transit within the local 

community. 
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The existing park-and-ride lots contain ample parking, four bus bays, passenger drop-off zone, and 

sidewalk infrastructure. Any transit center developed should include park-and-ride capacity to help 

capture market share from single occupancy vehicles. 

A new transit center would service as a turnaround 

and layover location for transit services. It would be 

designed with enough space to allow for buses to 

maneuver around other buses and vehicles, and park 

clear of bus stops to allow operators to disembark for 

breaks, without taking up bus bay capacity. The 

facility would also include breakroom and restroom 

facilities for transit operators. An example layout is 

displayed in Figure 12, right.   

As a transfer points passengers connecting from 

different transit providers or modes, the facility would 

include passenger amenities such as an enclosed 

climate-controlled waiting room, restroom facilities, 

and real time passenger information. 

A signature facility would also raise the profile of 

transit, while addressing the need for essential 

passenger and transit operator facilities.  

 

A. Requirements for Serving Commuter Bus 
The existing transit center’s close proximity to the I-95 interchange is ideally suited for run-through 

commuter bus service between D.C., Downtown Stafford, and points south. For a commuter bus 

service that may continue south, Locations 3 and 4 would add a more circuitous and time-consuming 

routing to return to I-95, making the service less attractive to through riders. Travel times for 

commuter bus service terminating at Downtown Stafford would be less impacted by utilizing 

Locations 2, 3, or 4, than through service would. However, Location 1 would still represent the 

shortest trip for these services. Routing for proposed express commuter bus service is shown below 

in Figure 13. 

B. Requirements for Serving FXBGO! 
Existing FXBGO! routes D3 and D5 serve the Stafford County Courthouse, where passengers can 

transfer between the routes before the buses turn for their return trip. Location 4 would have the 

least impact on existing FXBGO! schedules, although Locations 1, 2, and 3 would likely have 

negligible impacts on travel time, with additional opportunities for ridership growth and connecting 

access to potential commuter bus service. Figure 13 illustrates routing opportunities through the 

Downtown Stafford Development. 

Figure 13: Typical Transit Center Bus 

Loop 
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Figure 14: Routing for Through running Express Bus Service 

 

C. Future FXBGO! Service 
Any new transit center would allow for growth of the existing FXBGO! service, with an importance on 

having US 1 North and South access. This includes the desired connection between Downtown 

Stafford and the Brooke VRE Station, which is less than five miles from the development. The bus 

routes that travel to the park-and-ride locations can provide service throughout the new development 

if utilized, as illustrated above in Figure 13. None of the locations identified would preclude this 

opportunity. 

i. Routing through the Future Development 

There are two as-of-yet unnamed main streets through the Downtown Stafford development. One 

runs North-South parallel to Route 1, two blocks west of Route 1, and the other runs East-West, 

slightly north of the existing Clarke Hill Road, connecting through to the existing transit center. 

Existing services would be routed through the development in a way that the majority of the 

development is within two blocks of the route, allowing for easy access on foot. Existing service 

reroutes are highlighted in green below: 

• D3 would enter from the north on the main north-south street, and then turn west on the 

main east-west street, terminating at the Transit Center at Location 1. 
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• D5 would enter from the south on the main north-south street, and then turn west on the 

main east-west street, terminating at the Transit Center at Location 1. 

Future OmniRide service would enter Courthouse Road from the south and proceed directly to the 

Transit Center at Location 1, the shortest route from the interstate. Brooke Station service would 

follow the same route as D3 or D5, and head east across Route 1 at either Courthouse Road or 

Hospital Center Boulevard. See Figure 13, above. 

ii. Design Considerations for Downtown Stafford 

Routes recommend below in this memorandum should receive special attention during the design 

phase. Lane width and turning radius on the recommend route should be compatible with future 

vehicle requirements. Additionally, stop locations should be reserved for future use. 

D. Recommendations 

i. Convert Existing Park and Ride Lot (Location 1) 

VHB recommends utilizing the existing transit center with improved amenities. The existing location 

has several benefits including easy interchange with OmniRide; layover space for terminating routes; 

and space for service expansion. A drawback of this location is its distance from the development; 

however, this could be overcome by routing incoming FXBGO! routes through the downtown 

development, allowing passengers to board/alight in the center of the development. 

A case study reviewed for this memorandum is 

the Tahoe Truckee Area Regional Transit 

(TART) Tahoe City Transit Center in California, 

shown below in Figure 14. TART is a regional 

transit service that serves the Northwest areas 

of Lake Tahoe, serving the towns, 

campgrounds, and attractions of the lake on 

both the California and Nevada side. The 

Tahoe City Transit Center is an aspirational example of a park-and-ride transit center that many 

transit authorities have used to base their own design from. The center includes climate-controlled 

waiting rooms, restrooms, and real time bus information available for travelers. The Downtown 

Stafford Transit Center would also include dedicated space for transit operator breaks and facilities. 

The Stafford park-and-ride can also benefit from building out a transit center, similar to the Tahoe 

City Transit Center. Providing shelter and transit center amenities to riders should be an aspirational 

goal for FXBGO! and will aid the local downtown development. This center should be an enclosed 

area with HVAC capabilities, as well as rest rooms for waiting passengers, and travel time information 

for riders.  

ii. Downtown Stafford Stations 

In order to address accessibility for potential passengers, stations should be located centrally, and at 

high demand locations. Proposed stop locations include: 

• Downtown Central Stop: at the intersection of the main North-South and East-West roadways 

Figure 15: TART Tahoe City Transit Center 
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• Courthouse: moved to Courthouse Road with additional pedestrian safety and access 

measures 

• Stafford Hospital: Stop location would remain the same as the existing conditions 

• Intersection of Courthouse Road and main East-West roadway 

Station stop locations are illustrated in Figure 15 below. Each location would include real-time 

passenger information, along with noticeable signage, lighting, seating, and shelter. 

 Figure 15: Stop Locations for Local & Express Services 

 

Routing local FXBGO!! buses through the center of the development, along with dedicated stops with 

seating, shelters, and real time passenger information, would help drive ridership originating from 

this development. 

E. Preferred Transit Operators 

i. FXBGO!!  

FXBGO!! would continue to operate the local services through the Downtown Stafford Development 

(D3, D5). FXBGO!! would also be best suited to operate a Brooke VRE shuttle due to its existing status 

as local transit operator. 
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ii. OmniRide  

OmniRide’s existing express commuter bus service would be best positioned to operate an express 

service terminating or stopping at the Downtown Stafford Development. The OmniRide system 

already travels from downtown D.C. to the Staffordboro Commuter Lot in Stafford, Virginia. 

OmniRide has a western maintenance facility in Manassas, and a transit center in Dale City, Virginia. 
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4 
Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections to 

VRE Stations 
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I. Evaluated Connections 

The Phase I East-West study identified a need for improved pedestrian and bicycle connections to 

the Fredericksburg, Spotsylvania, and Brooke Road VRE commuter rail stations. These connections 

would make it easier for local residents and employees to access the commuter rail service that 

provides a major north-south option for the region. In doing so, these connections would help to 

increase the multimodal access to these stations and better tie local land use to this important transit 

asset.  

Following the completion of Phase I, FAMPO recognized that improved connections to the 

Fredericksburg train station were the subject of an existing SMART SCALE application. Therefore, this 

report focuses on connections to the two remaining stations. Based on proposals developed during 

Phase I, two approaches to connecting to Spotsylvania (from the north and the west) and one 

approach to connecting to Brooke Road were evaluated: 

• Spotsylvania VRE Station to Benchmark Rd/Tidewater Trail via Benchmark Rd 

• Spotsylvania VRE Station to Germanna Community College via U.S. 17 and Overview Dr 

• Brooke VRE Station to Downtown Stafford via Mt Hope Church Rd and Old Potomac 

Church Rd 

In identifying potential routes for these connections, VHB evaluated a range of prospective 

implementation considerations, such as right-of-way, utility and environmental conflicts, and 

pedestrian/bicycle design best practices. The approaches identified in the sections that follow 

represent approaches for making meaningful improvements in how these two VRE stations are 

connected to the larger region through walking and biking. However, these three concepts are not 

without their implementation challenges. Further design and analysis will be needed to better 

understand how those challenges can be overcome to deliver effective projects for the public. 

Following the individual review of the three connections, Section 5 of this chapter concludes with an 

evaluation of the funding resources available for these pedestrian/bicycle projects.  
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II. Spotsylvania VRE Station to Benchmark 

Rd/Tidewater Trail 

A. Background 

The Benchmark Rd to Spotsylvania VRE station route would provide a necessary connection for 

bicyclists and pedestrians living and working north of the VRE station. This project would tie into the 

Shannon Airport roadway expansion project, as well as the East Coast Greenway, which currently 

identifies Tidewater Trail and Benchmark Rd as potential alignments for that future trail. The analysis 

of Benchmark Rd and the surrounding land uses led the study team to conclude a shared use path 

(SUP) is the optimal bicycle and pedestrian facility for the connection. A SUP is a separated facility 

from the roadway and is wide enough to support multiple non-motorized users at once without 

congestion. The SUP would extend approximately 2.35 miles and provide a direct connection from 

the Spotsylvania VRE Station to the cluster of housing and retail along Benchmark Rd and Tidewater 

Trail. The location of the route is shown in Figure 16 below and cross-section are shown in Figures 

17 and 18. 
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Figure 16: Benchmark Rd Shared Use Path Proposed Alignment 
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Figure 17: Benchmark Rd Shared Use Path Proposed Cross-Section 

Figure 18: Benchmark Rd Shared Use Path Proposed Cross-Section wit Rail-with-Trail 
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B. Implementation 

The northern terminus of the SUP would be located at the intersection of Tidewater Trail and 

Benchmark Road. Based on consistency measures and feedback from stakeholder groups, the SUP is 

recommended to be installed on the east side of Benchmark Rd, between the private parcels and the 

roadway. Many of the parcels abut the roadway, which may take parcel owner coordination and 

potential utilization of the private parcels. Installing the path on the west side of the road, between 

the rail corridor and roadway, would raise design and permitting challenges related to right-of-way 

constraints and utility conflicts. Depending on future engineering and studies, the northern section of 

the trail could be partly on the west side of Benchmark Road, depending on rigid right of way 

constraints or other determinations that will prevent the trail from being on the east side. From 

Haislip Pond Rd south, the SUP is proposed to shift to the west side of Benchmark Rd, east of the 

train tracks, paralleling the tracks south to the station. The bicyclists and pedestrians would cross 

Benchmark Rd at Haislip Pond Rd, where future intersection improvements will implement bicycle 

and pedestrian facilities into the improvement plans. When the SUP is adjacent to the train tracks 

without the roadway in between, the SUP would be considered a Rail-with-Trail, which requires 

additional considerations for safety of the bicyclists and pedestrians, including appropriate 

separation from tracks and approaches to manage potential access to the train tracks. The SUP 

would continue under the existing U.S. 17 bridge where it would utilize space east of the tracks to 

arrive at the Spotsylvania VRE station parking lot. 

C. Constraints 

There are several constraints the future design will need to address related to property, 

environmental resources and utility infrastructure, and railroad infrastructure.  

The east side of Benchmark Rd is primarily residential, with some forested areas. Parcels come up to 

the roadway right-of-way, and there could be a need to acquire additional width to accommodate 

the path and any potential supporting infrastructure such as stormwater management facilities. The 

eastern side of Benchmark Rd has 31 driveway and street access points, all of which are unsignalized; 

the design will need to develop standard a treatment to allow safe crossings of, and minimize 

impacts to, private driveways.   

The path includes at least one creek crossing which would require a new bridge or widening of the 

existing roadway bridge and associated permitting. There are wetlands proximate to the roadway in 

several locations; future design will need to minimize any impacts to those resources. Appropriate 

permitting and potential mitigation would be required should wetlands be affected. East of 

Benchmark Rd is a swale that is continuous along the entire SUP alignment, which would need to 

either be avoided or reconfigured on the eastern side of the SUP. The majority of the utility poles and 

lines run on the western side of Benchmark Rd. However, there are some smaller poles on the 

eastern side which provide power distribution to the residents and may need to be relocated.  

At the southern end of the planned alignment, the rail-with-trail would require special coordination 

with CSX and the Virginia Passenger Rail Authority (VPRA). There are separation requirements which 

must be met, as well as right of way and clearance requirements. Should meeting these not 

requirements not be achievable, the alternate alignment would keep the path along Benchmark Rd, 

swinging east to cross U.S. 17 and entering the station from the east via Crossroads Station Blvd. 
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III. Spotsylvania VRE Station to Germanna Community 

College 

A. Background 

A potential east/west connection extending from Germanna Community College to the Spotsylvania 

VRE station would provide a connection to the VRE station for those living west and north of the 

train station. The recommended facility for this connection was determined to be a shared use path 

(SUP), which will extend approximately 3.2 miles from Germanna Community College to the 

Spotsylvania VRE station parking lot. The identified alignment provides a direct connection while 

limiting interaction with vehicles. The project ties into planned and existing multimodal facilities and 

trails, namely the I-95 bridge expansion, which recommends a south-side shared use path; the trails 

that are planned for Germanna Community College, which will connect the college north into Market 

St; and the existing SUP on Hospital Blvd. As a result of these connections, this route has the 

potential to fill gaps in bicycle and pedestrian facilities and create a regional multimodal facility. The 

location of the route is shown in Figure 19 below and cross-section are shown in Figure 20-21. 
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Figure 18: Spotsylvania VRE Station to Germanna Community College Proposed Alignment 

 

Figure 19: Spotsylvania VRE Station to Germanna Community College Proposed Cross-Section 
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Figure 20: Spotsylvania VRE Station to Germanna Community College Proposed Cross-Section 

Along Overview Dr. 

 

B. Implementation 

In this route, the SUP would be constructed south of U.S. 17 to provide space for potential future 

roadway expansion of the roadway on the north side. The SUP would start at the VRE station parking 

lot and have two proposed access points to access Rt 17. In the short-term the trail would go north 

of the VRE parking lot, and follow the proposed rail-with-trail east of the existing tracks and then 

utilize the existing pedestrian underpass, which goes directly under the train tracks to connect into 

Eagle Dr. Utilizing Eagle drive as a short-term alignment will support both connecting the VRE station 

to Rt 17, as well as the current alignment for the East Coast Greenway, which is currently aligned to 

follow Eagle Dr. In the long-term, the trail will exit the VRE parking lot to the east and follow 

Crossroads Parkway to then connect with Rt 17, which will only occur once future widening is 

constructed to support both roadway congestion needs and bike/ped needs. The SUP would make 

this crossing as part of the existing U.S. 17 bridge over the tracks. The SUP would parallel U.S. 17 

along the south side of the roadway, with a green strip and guardrail separating the SUP and the 

roadway. The SUP would cross Massaponax Church Rd and continue south of U.S. 17 in the forested 

area between U.S. 17 and Overview Dr. The SUP would shift closer to, and parallel, Overview Dr, 

giving buffer between the path and U.S. 17. The SUP would then cross north at the signalized 

intersection of Hospital Blvd/Germanna Point Dr and U.S. 17. At that point, the SUP would travel 

north to reach Germanna Community College. The alignment along Germanna Point Dr will be 

determined on further study and engineering to determine where the best placement of a shared use 

path will be. To provide a dedicated and safe crossing of U.S. 17, the one signalized intersection 
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would need to be fitted with pedestrian signal heads, green painted lanes for dedicated bicycle 

paths, and ADA improvements. At the two unsignalized intersections, additional safety measures 

would need to be implemented to facilitate safe crossing for trail users.   

C. Constraints 

The connection has some constraints related to environmental resources and railroad infrastructure, 

which may require additional permits, agreements, and analysis to be performed prior to 

construction. The SUP comes in close contact with wetlands and a creek crossing. The project will 

need to ensure the wetlands will not be disturbed or damaged with the construction of the SUP. The 

terrain south of U.S. 17 drops off. Therefore, future design would need to analyze whether an SUP 

would require retaining walls and other grading as part of the construction. At this juncture, the SUP 

is expected to generally be constructable within existing public right-of-way, but some additional 

private property may be required.  
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IV. Brooke VRE Station to Downtown Stafford 

A. Background 

Brooke Station is isolated from dense residential or commercial land uses and is primarily only 

accessible by vehicle. Despite challenges of its location, the VRE station’s parking lot was regularly 

used and often at capacity, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, filled with those who are commuting by 

train to points north. The station and those needing access would benefit from additional 

connections to allow multimodal users to safely access the train station. This project would 

accommodate the existing residents around the station as well as those who work and live along 

Hospital Boulevard. The connection would be made up primarily of a shared use path (SUP) with in-

road facilities where necessary. The Phase 1 study analysis documented in Technical Memorandum 

4A identified several possible connection routes between the station and downtown Stafford. The 

Phase 2 study analysis has reviewed these connections and developed a refined proposal for the 

connection. For this pedestrian/bicycle connection, the analysis is divided into two sections because 

of the length and complexity of the corridor.  

B. Brooke VRE Station to Stafford Civil War Park  

i. Implementation 

The SUP’s southern terminus would start on the eastern side of the VRE station on Brooke Road. The 

SUP would travel on the northern side of Brooke Road and travel south to reach the intersection of 

Mt Hope Church Road. The SUP would continue on the east side of Mt Hope Church Road and cross 

over the train tracks.  

North of the train tracks, the route is envisioned to transition to an in-road shared facility. The 

northern section of Mt Hope Church Road does not have sufficient width, making an off-road SUP 

more challenging. However, the northern section does not have roadway outlets and is an access 

road to 45 residential homes, which would not produce significant traffic volumes. The road has been 

identified as a corridor on the Potomac Heritage National Scenic Trail and its low vehicular demand 

would foster a comfortable ride for most bicycle users. As a result, it is a good candidate for shared 

bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Additional infrastructure including advisory signage and physical 

traffic calming would support the integration of different modes along this section of the corridor. At 

the northern terminus of Mt Hope Church Road is the Stafford Civil War Park, which is a cultural 

asset. Consideration of context-sensitive approaches to the SUP and any Section 4(f) or Section 6(f), 

should federal dollars be pursued, will be important in this. Through the park, an SUP would be 

provided, ending the shared facility section. The SUP would cross through the park to reach the 

existing transmission line easement clearing. See Figure 22 below for the proposed location of this 

section of the connection and Figure 23 for a cross-section.  
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Figure 22: Brooke Rd VRE Station to Downtown Stafford Proposed Alignment (Southern Section) 
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Figure 23: Brooke Rd VRE Station to Downtown Stafford Proposed Cross-Section 

 

ii. Constraints 

The SUP has some constraints related to environmental and cultural resources and infrastructure. 

These constraints would require additional resources, agreements, and permits. Further refinement of 

the design may help to address these issues. The southern section of the SUP along Brooke Road 

would be adjacent to known wetlands. Brooke Road has a bridge that crosses the Accokeek Creek 

and creates a pinch point due to limited shoulder space over the bridge. A pre-fabricated bridge 

would be a potential option for crossing the creek and may be more affordable than widening the 

vehicle bridge. At other points where a creek or wetland is crossed, the design would need to 

minimize encroachment and resulting impacts. The railroad crossing will also be a constraint where 

the existing crossing base may not offer the clearance needed to add an SUP. While a dedicated 

bicycle and pedestrian crossing over the tracks is preferred, it would be subject to subsequent 

discussions with CSX, VPRA, and other regulatory agencies. 

At the northern terminus of Mt Hope Church Road, there may not be sufficient right of way along the 

existing access road to add the SUP along the connection into the Stafford Civil War Park. Design will 

need to consider impacts abutting landowners to minimize impacts and private land acquisition. 

Within the park, the path routing and design would need to respect the historic and cultural 

resources and be context sensitive. The SUP should be designed as an amenity to the park, 

increasing access and circulation options in a manner consistent with the setting. 

C. Stafford Civil War Park to Hospital Boulevard 

i. Implementation 

The proposed alignment would tie in with planned facilities and recently acquired easements for 

planned bicycle and pedestrian facilities and would serve the developing area. 
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The SUP would proceed from its southern terminus at the Civil War Park through the forested parcel 

to reach Old Potomac Church Road. The road has been identified as a future bicycle and pedestrian 

access road as well as a greenway in the George Washington Regional Commission Greenway 

Feasibility Study and Plan. The alignment would follow the guidance in future analysis to determine 

the nature of the facility and what side of the road it will travel along. The SUP would continue north 

along Old Potomac Church in the vicinity of residential land uses. The SUP’s northern terminus would 

be located at the intersection of Hospital Boulevard and Old Potomac Church Road with the 

potential to add more connections east to connect with the proposed alignment of the East Coast 

Greenway. The location of the route is shown in Figure 24 below. 
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Figure 24: Brooke Rd VRE Station to Downtown Stafford Proposed Alignment (Northern Section) 
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ii. Constraints 

This section of the Brooke Road VRE connection would face constraints related to environmental 

resources, private property, and situational safety. The SUP will cross the Accokeek Creek and there 

will need to be a bridge over the creek. Adjacent to the creek crossing, there is potential for wetlands 

impact. The southern end of the SUP would also require private property access via easement, 

purchase, or other agreement. The isolated nature of the trail may require consideration of design 

and operational approaches to increase situational safety. 

V. Funding for Pedestrian/Bicycle Connections 

A range of federal, state, and local resources could be leveraged in order to fund the identified 

pedestrian/bicycle connections. Based on the nature of these improvements and past experience 

statewide, this section highlights two key avenues for consideration of funding strategies for these 

projects. Given their ability, as individual projects or as a package of transit-connecting 

improvements, to help to stitch together communities and improve accessibility to one of the 

region’s fundamental transportation assets, these projects may be competitive for statewide and 

federal grant programs. 

SMART SCALE. VDOT’s SMART SCALE program is the primary, general transportation funding 

mechanism available in Virginia. Every two years, localities submit project funding applications, and 

VDOT scores the project on a series of measures including safety benefit, operational benefit, and 

cost. Bicycle and pedestrian projects are eligible for SMART SCALE. 

Transportation Alternatives Set-Aside. Created by the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation 

(FAST) Act in 2015, this federal program funds nonmotorized transportation opportunities. 

Pedestrian and bicycle trails are generally the principal recipient of these resources. This funding 

mechanism is on a two-year application cycle. The Virginia Department of Conservation and 

Recreation (DCR) specifically administers “Recreational Trails” activities under this program.  
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